During the reporting period, migrants and IOM joined forces to
undertake cleaning operations in areas around temporary
reception centres (TRCs), notably by collecting waste and
garbage on the roads and vicinity nearby the centres. These
initiatives are organized frequently by the Camp Coordination
and Camp Management (CCCM) teams to improve the
relations between migrants and communities, raise awareness of
the linkages between environment and health, and strengthen
migrants’ self-esteem. Trimming of trees and bushes also
increase the safety and security of people travelling on the roads
around TRCs.
The IOM Sewing Corner Coordinator and a migrant
participating in the activities showed the visitors some of the
items developed through the sewing workshops, including
reusable masks, scarfs, bags, and other textile items upcycled
from donated clothes. Face TV produced a short segment about
the new Sewing Corner opened in TRC Ušivak, and the fact
that migrants are sewing products out of recycled materials. This
project has sparked a lot of interest over the past few weeks
and is seen as a positive way to equip migrants with new skills,
educate the public about migration in BiH, and foster a dialogue
around traditions and heritage.
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On the occasion of World Humanitarian Day on 19 August, IOM, the
Service for Foreigners’ Affairs (SFA), UNFPA and the Association of
Women from Una Sana Canton organized creative workshops and
the screening of a documentary, followed by exchanges on the role of
humanitarian workers and the life of people on the move.
In the reporting period, 12 beneficiaries returned to their country of
origin. The Embassy of Morocco resumed issuance of travel
documents for Assisted Voluntary Returns and Reintegration (AVRR)
and a reportage was also produced (available in local language here).
Following the announcement received on Monday, 16 August,
Afghanistan is added to the suspension list and all AVRRs to
Afghanistan are suspended until further notice.
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CAMP COORDINATION AND CAMP
MANAGEMENT (CCCM)
IOM staff performed a Mid-Year Physical Stock Count (PSC) in all
the TRCs this week.
The IOM Mental Health and Psychosocial Services (MHPSS) team
carried out interviews with randomly selected beneficiaries that
were subject to pushbacks in the Una Sana Canton, in order to
determine their needs for MHPSS specialized services.

SHELTER AND NON-FOOD ITEMS (NFI).
In each TRC, IOM staff conduct daily checks to assess if repairs are
needed. In TRC Blažuj, several doors and door locks were replaced
or repaired, and new lights were installed. Moreover, the CCCM
team carried out a massive cleaning operation to prevent bed bug
infestation.
In TRC Miral, the painting of the indoor kitchen was finalized with
the help of migrants. In TRC Ušivak, an architect inspected the red
hangar facility that was impacted by a fire in May 2021, and
concluded that the building is not secure. Decisions regarding the
demolition of the hangar and the renovation of the containers
affected by the fire in the unaccompanied and separated children
(UASCs) zone are pending. Lastly, in TRC Borići, the fence
surrounding the building was repaired and painted. This will
contribute to preventing unauthorized entries. Many other outside
works to clean the areas around the compound continued.
TRC Lipa is due to open on 6 September 2021. All the concrete
works along the foundation walls have now been completed. Work
on other areas of the centre continues, notably in the kitchen and
dining area, the sanitary containers, the electrical and water
installations, and the lighting. In order to plan for the upcoming
opening and support ongoing CCCM work around the new TRC
Lipa, IOM staff from TRC Borići came to give a helpful hand and
started installing the beds in the accommodation containers.
On 16 August, the SFA introduced the CCCM coordinator for TRC
Lipa. Mr. Almin Imamovic met with the IOM team to discuss the
plans for the opening and the ongoing CCCM trainings by IOM.
# of NFIs distributed: 6,620
# of people assisted with NFIs: 698

WATER, SANITATION, AND HYGIENE (WASH)
During the reporting week, 178 women and children reported
having used the Mother and Baby WASH Unit (MBU) services.

IOM and UN partners organize weekly Community Representatives
meetings to discuss life in the TRCs and find solutions to the issues
raised by beneficiaries. In TRC Borići, following the elections of the
new Community Representatives last week, it was agreed that the
Community Representatives meetings would be held every two
weeks and that alternate representatives would be elected soon.
During the meeting, which took place on 18 August, beneficiaries
expressed dissatisfaction with the restriction of movements after
4pm. IOM staff explained that this is a decision of the cantonal
authorities. Delegates also stressed the need for space for
psychological sessions with Médecins du Monde (MDM). The CCCM
team followed-up on this request to ensure that space is available
for the MDM services. Other Community Representatives meetings
took place during the reporting period, but no major issues were
reported by the representatives.
Special emphasis on COVID-19 prevention remains in place. The
use of masks and protective gloves is mandatory for the staff of all
TRCs. Employees’ temperature is checked regularly. All migrants
leaving the TRCs undergo a medical screening upon return.

FOOD AND NUTRITION
From August 14 to 20, a total of 32,738 meals were distributed in all
TRCs during the reporting period. In TRC Borići, NFI and food
assistants organized the distribution of sweets purchased by IOM for
all the children under 18 and the community kitchen was used by 25
beneficiaries. In TRC Ušivak, 15 families with vulnerable or disabled
family members received assistance and food directly in their
accommodation unit.

OUTREACH ACTIVITIES
During the reporting period, the IOM outreach team assisted 655
migrants in 23 locations outside of the TRCs. 528 of them were
provided with information, and 127 accepted accommodation and
were transported to TRCs. A total of 20 families with 73 members,
including 33 children were identified. Seven families with 21
members, including seven accompanied children of Eritrean and
Afghan nationalities, accepted to be accommodated in TRC Borići.
Only one UASC was identified in transit in the Una Sana Canton.
During the reporting period, six pushback cases were reported,
including three reported to have been violent. A total of 42 migrants
were involved, out of which 29 adult single men and 12 members of
four families, including two children. Adult single men were from
Pakistan, while the families were from Afghanistan and Eritrea. All
migrants were offered and accepted assistance and accommodation.
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SAFETY AND SECURITY
In TRC Borići, fights among migrants were reported. Attempted
robberies and death threats outside of the centre were also
reported. About 20 migrants were seen lighting a fire in front of
TRC Borići. In all cases, the local police was informed and warned
migrants about the danger of lighting a fire due to the dry weather.
In TRC Blažuj, other than breaches and violations of house rules, a
fence was repaired to prevent unauthorized entries.

ASSISTED VOLUNTARY RETURN AND REINTEGRATION
IOM's AVRR teams are active in all open TRCs, including Provisional
Camp (PC) Lipa, and in outreach locations, to promote migrants'
rights and provide information and advice to migrants interested in
returning to their countries of origin (CoO).
Between 14 and 20 August, the IOM AVRR team reached a total of
88 migrants (11 in the centres and 77 in outside locations) and a
total of 124 in-depth counseling sessions were held. 12 migrants
returned to their CoO (5 Morocco, 3 Tunisia, 3 Pakistan, 1 Iraq),
bringing the total number of people returned to 138 in 2021.

In the short term, the top
priority remains the need for
additional funds to provide food
and NFI to migrants living in
TRCs and especially to those
sleeping outside of reception
facilities.

As winter approaches, IOM and
its partners are exploring ways
to complement funding to
ensure
preparedness
and
response
to
emergencies,
especially in light of the ongoing
COVID-19 crisis.
Funds are needed for the
second phase to build the dining
area in TRC Blažuj, and
additional funds will be required
for the running costs of the new
TRC Lipa.

In the medium and long term,
the main gaps to be addressed
relate to the capacities of the
authorities in the areas of
registration and screening of
vulnerable
migrants,
management
of
reception
facilities, and identification of
durable options for migrants in
transit.
For this reason, capacity-building
activities remain a priority to
progress
towards
state
ownership of the response.
Funding is needed to support
data
collection
and
administrative
systems,
to
ensure evidence-based policy
decisions
and
targeted
response.
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